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Abstract
The software development process (SDP) is complex, dynamic, and knowledge-intensive by
its nature. Therefore, we need a suitable approach to model it. Some authors have proposed
different business process (BP) modelling approaches, like variant-based, rule-based,
declarative, workflow-based, and case handling for various BP, such as dynamic, knowledgeintensive, goal-oriented, context-sensitive BP. This paper aims to investigate which BP
modelling approach is most suitable for SDP modelling. Consequently, a set of necessary
criteria is defined, and several BP modelling approaches are assessed. The obtained results
show that the most suitable BP modelling approach for SDP is case handling, as it focuses on
what can be done to achieve a predefined process goal rather than using a predefined workflow
of the process.
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1. Introduction
The software development process (SDP) is complex, dynamic, and knowledge-intensive,
multiform, and divergent by its nature [12]. Consequently, we need a suitable approach to model it.
However, because of mentioned complexities of SDP, there is a knowledge gap on how better it is to
model SDP.
Business process (BP) modelling is used to cope with its complexity and management [3]. BP
models are intended for business analysis and improvement [8], BP automation [8], etc. Nowadays,
there are few quite well know BP modelling approaches, such as Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN), Unified Modelling Language (UML), Integrated Definition (IDEF) and others [7].
Nevertheless, there is a knowledge gap in how to model SDP applying existing BP modelling
approaches.
Given the growing need to model SDP to capture software development, and the wide range of
methods available for BP modelling, we want to know and learn more about the suitability of different
BP modelling approaches for SDP.
Consequently, the research questions are defined as follows: 1) What are the existing BP types and
their modelling approaches? 2) What are the requirements for modelling SDP? 3) Which existing BP
modelling approaches are the most suitable for SDP?
This study aims to investigate which BP modelling approach is most suitable for modelling SDP.
Therefore, this paper compares different BP modelling approaches such as context-sensitive, variantbased, rule-based, declarative, goal-oriented, knowledge intensive, workflow-based and case handling.
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This study contributes to SDP research by investigating the BP modelling approaches suitable for
SDP modelling. By choosing the most suitable BP modelling approach, we could get the more precise
SDP model.
Note that in the practice there is plenty of software management approaches, such as Agile,
Waterfall, Scrum, Kanban, and all others [23]. However, in this paper we concentrate on SDP modelling
but not on management activities.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces related works on the comparison
of BP modelling approaches. Section 3 presents the BP types and modelling approaches. Section 4
introduces SDP and main requirements for its modelling Section 5 shows the comparison of various BP
modelling approaches. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related works
Various BP modelling approaches have been offered in the literature, based on the user’s needs and
a BP type. In [11] authors analyze the declarative approach for BP modelling, which focuses on
explicitly stating the business issues which control BP.
The authors in [18] compare two BP models that are based on two approaches: graphs and rules. The
strengths and weaknesses of two approaches are examined in terms of: 1) expressiveness [18] (i.e., the
ability of a process modelling language to communicate precise process requirements that represent the
aim of process model-ling and execution determines its expressive power); 2) flexibility (i.e., the ability
of a BP to function on a loosely or partially described model [18], with the full specification being made
at runtime); 3) adaptability [18] (i.e., the ability to respond to unusual circumstances); 4) dynamism
[18] (i.e., the workflow process' flexibility to adjust as the BP evolves); and 5) complexity [18] (i.e., the
difficulties of modelling, analyzing, and deploying a process model, as well as support for dynamic and
evolving BP).
Authors in [16] also compare three different modelling approaches: BPMN2.0, IDEF0 and IDEF3.
The main goal of this research is to understand main differences and weakness of each modelling
approach based on its usability, representation, communication and alignment, readability, and
creativity. It is based on survey.
Other authors compare BP in a particular context. Authors in [5] compare BP modelling approaches
in the context of process-level audit risk assessment according to main modelling constructs and
requirements for process-level audit risk assessment.
As can be summarized, in the literature we can find different comparisons of BP modelling
approaches. However, they are limited according to some features, like declarative BP [11], graphs or
rules [18], or a particular context [5]. Contrary, we need a process modelling approach, which is mostly
suitable for SDP modelling.

3. Business process types and modelling approaches
Because of the changing environment, BP becomes dynamic. Therefore, a uniform BP model cannot
be defined for a dynamic business process (DBP) in all cases [14], i.e., it could adapt to a continuously
moving and changing environment. Dynamic and flexible systems offer advantages for businesses in
addressing dynamic uncertain factors and implementing DBP [14]. DBP modelling and simulations
allows the process operator to see the impact of possible solutions or changes on the process end,
identify problems and preventive measures to these problems at a process in-stance run-time.
Processes, where knowledge is a key characteristic, are called knowledge intensive processes (KIP)
[6]. From the traditional, activity-centered point of view, KIP are challenging to automate, control, and
test for a compliance, since KIP emphasizes the importance of the experience or tacit knowledge of
process participants called knowledge workers [1, 33]. The role of knowledge workers is to accomplish
specific activities that are characterized by complexity or require creativity [4]. In [13], authors also
recognize flexibility in KIP as a crucial factor for their efficiency.
Goal-oriented process modelling is driven by the need to ensure congruence of BP and decisions
with the values and vision of the business while meeting continuous demands for increased business

productivity [2]. It aims to extend traditional BP modelling that address the “how” of BP concerned
with the efficient execution of BP to also include the “why” to ensure effectiveness of BP [2].
Context-sensitive processes use context to provide more relevant information to support users while
performing their tasks. A context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation in
which something exists or occurs [27]. Context-sensitive processes demand that designers consider new
aspects and challenges in comparison to traditional approaches [26]. A context-sensitive process can
adapt its instances at run-time to the changing context, defined by variables containing all relevant
information about the design and execution of BP [32].
According to [33], authors model BP using families of BP variants, where a family of BP variants
is presented via a single model, from which each variant can be de-rived through certain transformations
(i.e., adding or deleting fragments) of the mod-el.
A BP model is called rule-based if the logic of its control flow, data flow and re-source allocation is
declaratively expressed by means of business rules (BR). A rule-based process model represents BP as
a description of its state space and a set of BR that constrain the valid movements in that state space.
Rule-based process modelling allows to include a lot of useful information that otherwise would remain
implicit in procedural process models. The advantages of rule-based process modelling manifest
themselves during both the design and enactment phase of the BP management (BPM) lifecycle.
According to some [9] declarative models specify what should be done without specifying how it
should be done. These models specify a set of constraints, BR, event conditions, or other expressions
that define the properties of, and dependencies between, activities in BP [11]. So, BP instances are
constructed according to predefined BR and do not violate them. These BR restrict the final execution
path without defining the process model. In [9], the author states that declarative artifact-centric process
models, which present knowledge-intensive processes, use BR that deﬁne how knowledge experts can
make progress in a process. However, in many business situations knowledge experts must deal with
uncertainty, which is modelled using fuzzy logic, and extends declarative artefact-centric processes
models with fuzzy logic [9].
In a workflow-based BP, the business activity consists of atomic tasks, data types, and human actors
[31]. A workflow-based modelling approach is focused on a static sequence of those tasks and their
workflow scenarios.
Case management is a model for enabling flexible, knowledge-intensive BP. It is heavily reliant on
data. Case handling, unlike workflow management, focuses on what can be done to achieve a business
goal rather than using established process control structures describing what should be done during a
workflow process. When it comes to case handling, the knowledge worker in charge of a certain case
actively decides how that case's goal will be met [1]. In the case handling allocation system, at any time,
workers aware of the whole case, which can be advantageously viewed as a single BP instance. This
decreases processing time and eliminates errors because the knowledge worker already knows the
situation and can address the difficulties and handle it quicker than a colleague who is unfamiliar with
it [33].

4. Software development process
In this paper, we are interested in SDP modelling. Therefore, in this section, we define main
requirements for SDP modelling as follows:
1. Dynamics: the developing SDP model should be dynamic, i.e., its model and in-stances should
support structural changes (i.e., there is no predefined sequence of activities) at SDP instance run-time
according to its context and rules, and that can be implemented with minimal delay (adopted from [14]).
2. Visible context: in the SDP model should be possible to define and observe the context or a
business environment of the SDP instance [19].
3. Knowledge-intensive: in the SDP model, the knowledge worker should be responsible for the
sequence of activities and how the goal of SDP is reached [30].
4. A single process instance: the focus should be placed on a single process instance rather than
on a workflow [17].
5. Parallel assignment or skip role [20]:
a. The SDP model should support parallel modelling of activities in a SDP.

b. The SDP model should support parallel assignment of activities to one employee/resource in
the same and/or in the separate process cases/instances.
6. Risk management: In the SDP model, it should be the possibility to assign risks for activities
or an SDP instance/case [29].
Those requirements become the main comparison attributes for modelling approaches.

5. Comparison of various process modelling approaches
Table 1 presents the comparison of the five process modelling approaches (in columns) based on the
predefined requirements (see Section 4) (in rows). The table con-sists of the following rows: 1-6)
requirements from Section 5, 7) Primary driver – the main driver that is running BP; 8) and 9) are
existing modelling language and its implementation in a tool. Those comparison criteria were developed
based on requirements that were raised for SDP.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Table 1
Comparison of various process modelling approaches (NA – not found)
BP modelling approaches/ WorkflowCase-handling RuleDeclarative- VariantAttributes for comparison based [31]
[1]
based [10]
based [21] based [25]
Dynamics
Static order of
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
activities
Visible context
No
Yes
NA
NA
Yes [25]
Knowledge-intensive
No
Yes [1]
Yes
Yes
Yes
A single-process instance
No (tasks and
No (Sequence ofYes
(wholeNo (Rules fortheir
No
activities)
case data)
data transfer) relationships (variability)
)
Parallelism
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
Yes
Risk management
Partially
Yes
Yes
NA
Partially
Primary driver
A number of
tasks
possible forA family of
Sequence
ofA whole caseRules for data
execution, process
activities
data
transfer
relations
variants
between
tasks**
Existing
modelling
BPMN
notation/language
DMN,
SBVR,
extensions (SBPMN,
UML
BPMN, Decision
BPM
[15]),
CMMN
ConDec
activity diagram
tables/matrixes
Petri
net
*
extensions
[25]
Implementation in a tool
Flowable,
MagicDraw,
Trisotech,
Declare [28],Some plugins
Camunda,
Bizagi Modeler
Camunda
[21]
[25], [24]
Trisotech
* A rule-based approach for process modelling has no separate notation. Existing notations, like DMN,
Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR), BPMN, can be used to model rules in processes.
** The relationships between tasks in ConDec are understood as constraints, which represent policies (or
business rules) [24].

From this table, the most suitable modelling approach is case handling as it meets all the comparison
attributes. It could be used for DBP (Requirement 1). In this approach, the context can be visible
(Requirement 2). There is nothing defined on how to specify a context in a declarative-based and a
variant-based approaches. Since the primary purpose of those approaches is not related to the context,

it is therefore not described in the analyzed papers. A knowledge-intensive feature is occurring in all
analyzed approaches, except a workflow-based approach (Requirement 3). A case handling approach
is also suitable because it focuses on a whole case (Requirement 4) and allows us to model activities
and task in parallel (Requirement 5). The same functionality could be seen in workflow-based and
variant-based approaches as well. What is more, risk management could be adaptable to the case
handling approach (Requirement 6), where a case can depict the risk management. All modelling
approaches have notations and/or modelling languages (Table 1, rows 8-9). Some notations and tools
could be applicable for few modelling approaches as they have similarities in characteristics.

6. Discussion and conclusions
At the beginning of this paper, we have defined three research questions to answer. Here we present
the answers. The analysis of the BP modelling approaches shows that BP is a collection of main business
activities and tasks that should be arranged in a specific sequence. It is significant to understand how
BP are working in a particular domain area. For this reason, BP modelling has become crucial, and
various BP types have their modelling approaches.
The analysis of BP types shows that the main of them are as follows: dynamic, knowledge-intensive,
goal-oriented, context-sensitive. The found BP modelling approaches are the following: variant-based,
rule-based, declarative, workflow-based, and case handling. Those found BP types and their modelling
approaches are focused on a particular entity in a process, like activity, task, context, etc. Moreover,
those BP modelling approaches view BP from a particular perspective, such as variants, rules, contexts,
cases, workflows, etc.
The analysis of the related works allows us to formulate and specify six requirements of the SDP.
Those SDP requirements are based on the main SDP characteristics. Based on the proposed SDP
requirements, a comparison of the found BP model-ling approaches is presented.
The obtained comparison results show and teach us that the most suitable BP modelling approach
for SDP is case handling, as it meets all defined requirements for SDP. Moreover, it focuses on what
can be done to achieve a predefined process goal rather than using a predefined workflow.
In future works, we plan to use the case-handling approach to model and simulate SDP. Moreover,
since SDP is knowledge-intensive and knowledge workers should deal with uncertainty, we will apply
fuzzy set theory for knowledge in SDP modelling.
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